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LOT # QTY

1Auction Rules & Policies1

First appearance of Harley Quinn (in-continuity). VF condition.
1Batman: Harley Quinn/Key 1st Harley!2

52 comics. DC, 2008. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Trinity (DC) #1-52 Full Run3

By DC Direct. Figure was displayed but in overall good condition.
Appears to be complete with original box. This lot came from a
smoking household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning
process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have
lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Nightwing 13" Deluxe Collector Action Figure4

Complete 4 part series. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1DC Vs. Marvel #1-4 Complete5

10 comics in the #325-440 range. You get all pictured. Overall VF
to NM. Most are NM, but #325 is FN.

1Batman Group of (10) #325-4406

Battle of Black Adam vs The Shazam Who Laughs. NM condition.
1Black Adam Annual #1 (x2)/Shazam Who Laughs7

Lot of modern figures. Comes with all pictured. Figures are in
overall great condition with minimal storage wear. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling Action Figure Lot of (13)8

First appearance of Firestorm (Raymond/Stein). VF condition.
1Firestorm (1978) DC Comics/Key!9

10 comics in the #442-480 range. Includes #442, the first
appearance of Tim Drake in the classic Robin costume. Overall VF
to NM. Most are NM.

1Batman Group of (10) #442-480/1st Tim Drake Robin10

Includes #30, 46-51, #1,000,000, Annual #4, and Secret Files #1.
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Aquaman Lot of (10) Comics/1st Lagoon Boy11

LOT # QTY

A little mix of everything superhero. Contains figures and
accessories. Items have various degrees of storage wear, see pics
for details. This lot came from a smoking household, but has been
through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The
item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with
heightened sense of smell.

1Marvel and DC Action Figure Lot12

50 comics from various series. You get all pictured. Overall VF to
NM. Most are NM.

1DC Modern Age Comic Box Lot13

8 comics. You get all pictured! Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Batgirl #1-7 +Annual #114

2nd appearances of Emily Bright, Doyle Domammu, Shaylee, Zoe,
Calvine, and Dessy. VF+ condition.

1Strange Academy #2/Marvel15

By Medicom. Figure was displayed but in overall good condition.
Appears to be complete with original box. This lot came from a
smoking household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning
process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have
lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Wolverine 12" Medicom Action Figure16

13 comics. First team appearance of X-Factor: Northstar, Polaris,
Prodigy, Eye-Boy, Daken, Prestige. NM condition.

1X-Factor #1 Lot of (13)/1st New Team!17

Includes 27 comics in the #538-750 range. Includes issue
#1,000,000. #689 features the debut of the black suit. In issue
#692 Clark Kent returns. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Action Comics Group of (27) w/Semi-keys18

Predates Ms. Marvel #1. NM condition.
1Marvel Now! Previews #2/1st Kamala Khan19

Lot of modern figures. Comes with all pictured. Figures are in
overall great condition with minimal storage wear. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling Action Figure Lot of (13)20
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This lot includes the lenticular cover special and the Secret Files
and Origins #1. NM condition.

1Batman No Man's Land Lot of (2)21

7 comics. Includes the Faster Friends complete 2 part series,
Green Lantern 3-D, Secret Files & Origins, and the 2 part New
Corps series. NM condition.

1Flash and Green Lantern Comic Lot22

First appearance of The Profiteer, first appearance of Jo-Venn and
N'Kalla, and a cameo appearance of Mojo Jojo from the Powerpuff
Girls. NM condition.

1Empyre: Fantastic Four #0 Lot of (8) Semi-key23

Comes with all pictured. Figures have some storage wear. The
joints are tight except the Riddler has loose joints. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Vintage 1970s MEGO Action Figure Lot of (4)24

Includes #1 (7th print), #2-4 (6th print), #5 (3rd print), #6 (4th print),
#7-8 (3rd print), and #9-12 (2nd print). Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1The Tick #1-12 New England Comics25

Includes #3, 4, 7, 9, 10-13, and 15. Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1Young Avengers Lot of (9)26

(25) comics in the #437-563 range with #1,000,000. You get all
pictured. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Adventures of Superman Lot of (25) Comics27

Lot of modern figures. Comes with all pictured. Figures are in
overall great condition with minimal storage wear. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling Action Figure Lot of (13)28

First team appearance of the Four Horsewomen. NM condtion.
1Wonder Woman #82 (x3) Acetate Cover/1st Horsewomen29

9 comics from the Knightfall story arc. Includes a first print of #497
(Breaking of the Bat). Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Batman Lot of (9) Knightfall Comics/Back Breaker30

7 comics. *Death* of Galactus and a teaser appearance of Thanos
with a black gauntlet and Mjolnir encrusted with Infinity Gems. NM
condition.

1Thor #6 Lot of (7)/Death of Galactus+Thanos Tease31

LOT # QTY

Comes with all pictured. Figures appear to be in overall very good
condition. May have missing pieces, see pics for details. This lot
came from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1DC Villains Action Figure Lot32

Third appearance of Carnage. NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #363/Early Carnage33

From the No Man's Land story arc. Includes #116-119, and
#121-126. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Batman LOTDK Group of (10) #116-12634

16 comics in the #72-114 range with Annual #7. Overall VF to NM.
Most are NM.

1Batman LOTDK Group of (16) #72-114 + Annual #735

Lord of the Rings The Fellowship of the Ring Aragorn as Strider the
Ranger 1:6 scale collectible figure by Sideshow. Figure was briefly
displayed but in overall good condition. Appears to be complete
with original box. Box has some storage wear. Some of the Velcro
pieces have come detached, see pics for details. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Aragorn LOTR 1:6 Scale Sideshow Figure36

13 issues in the #28-67 range. Includes parts 1-4 (of 5) of the Joker
Going Sane story arc. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Batman LOTDK Group of (13) #28-6737

35 comics. Includes #1-26 from the 1986 series, #1-5 (updates)
from the '87 series, and #1-4 (updates) from the '88 series. Overall
VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Who's Who in The DC Universe Lot38

15 comics. 14 consecutive issues and #0. Overall VF to NM. Most
are NM.

1Batman LOTDK #1-14 + #039

Lot of modern figures. Comes with all pictured. Figures are in
overall great condition with minimal storage wear. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling  Action Figure Lot of (13)40

Complete 9 part series from (1993). Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1The Tick: Karma Tornado #1-941
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23 issues in the #1-59 range. You get all pictured.
1Batman Shadow of The Bat Group of (23)42

Complete 4 part story arc! Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Batman #404-407/Year One/Frank Miller!43

Pez and Legos! Everything is brand new, never opened, still in
original packaging. This lot came from a smoking household, but
has been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the
smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to
those with heightened sense of smell.

1Star Wars Toy Lot44

4 copies of #1 (1st New Team) and 4 copies of #2 (first
appearance of a High Summoner). Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1X-Men #1-2 Lot of (8)45

23 issues in the #60-94 ranges with issues #1,000,000. Includes
some of the  issues from the No Man's Land story arc. Overall VF
to NM. Most are NM.

1Batman Shadow of The Bat Group of (23)46

#1s, specials, and more. You get all pictured. Overall VF to NM.
Most are NM.

1The Tick Lot of (13) Comics47

Lot of modern figures. Comes with all pictured. Figures are in
overall great condition with minimal storage wear. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling  Action Figure Lot of (13)48

9 copies. In this issue Kid Cable meets Deadpool for the first time.
1Cable #3 Lot of (9) 1st Kid Cable Meets Deadpool49

Marvel, 2008. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1X-Force #1 Lot of (10) Clayton Crain Covers50

Complete 5 part series from 1999. NM condition.
1DC Day of Judgement #1-551

Comes with all pictured. Approx. 4-5" tall. Figures are in overall
very good condition. This lot came from a smoking household, but
has been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the
smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to
those with heightened sense of smell.

1Marvel Heroes Action Figure Lot of (14)52

31 comics. #1-8 from the 80s series. Also included are 23
crossover comics as pictured. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1DC Millennium #1-8 + Crossovers Lot53

LOT # QTY

#267 is the reintroduction of Animal Man and #268 is the first
appearance of Lumberjack. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Wonder Woman #267-268/Keys!54

Complete 4 part series from 1997 by John Byrne. NM condition.
1Genesis #1-4 John Byrne/DC55

X-Men: The Last Stand Wolverine approx. 12" Real Action Heroes
figure by Medicom. Figure was displayed but is in overall very good
condition. Appears to be complete with original box. Box has some
storage wear. This lot came from a smoking household, but has
been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell.
The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with
heightened sense of smell.

1Wolverine X-Men Last Stand Medicom56

Includes 20 comics in the #91-137 range with #0, and #1,000,000.
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Green Arrow Group of (20) #91-137 (Last Issue)57

5 comics. Issue #1 from 1989 features the first appearance of
Huntress, Helena Bertinelli. Also included is the 4 part mini-series
from 1994. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1The Huntress #1 + #1-4 (1989/1994) Key58

7 copies of #1 and 7 copies of #2. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1X-Men God Loves, Man Kills Extended Cut Lot of (1459

By Wicked Cool Toys. Approx. 31" tall. Figure is in overall very
good condition with some minor scuffs. This lot came from a
smoking household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning
process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have
lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Danial Bryan WWE 31" WrestleMania Figure60

28 issues in the #12-77 range with issue #0 and #1,000,000.
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Catwoman Group of (28) #12-77+#0+#1,000,00061

40 comics. Includes 40 issues in the #49-118 range plus 3 Annuals
and the #1,000,000 issue. #49 the death of Sinestro and Kilowog.
First appearance of Hal Jordan as Parallax, and the first
appearance of Kyle Rayner as Green Lantern. Overall VF to NM.
Most are NM.

1Green Lantern Group of (40) #49-118+More62

Includes Brave and the Bold #1-6, Birds of Prey #1-4, and
Batman/Wildcat #1-3. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1DC Comics Mini-Series Lot (13 comics)63

From various series. Toys have various degrees of playwear, see
pics for details. This lot came from a smoking household, but has
been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell.
The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with
heightened sense of smell.

1Star Wars Toy Lot64
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24 issues from various series. You get all pictured. Overall VF to
NM. Most are NM.

1Martian Manhunter Group of (24)65

19 issues in the #1-47 range with #0. Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1Green Lantern Group of (19) #1-47 + #066

Second appearance of Harley Quinn (in-continuity). NM condition.
1Batman #570/Key/2nd Harley Quinn67

Xena: Warrior Princess, Hercules, and more! Figures are in overall
very good condition. This lot came from a smoking household, but
has been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the
smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to
those with heightened sense of smell.

1Movie & TV Show Action Figure Lot68

6 copies of the parody comic that features the Marvel Universe.
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Crazy #1 (2019) Marvel Lot of (6)69

Complete 12 part series by Mark Waid. Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1JLA Year One #1-12 Mark Waid70

10th printing with yellow lettering. NM condition.
1Batman: The Killing Joke One-Shot71

Lot of modern figures. Comes with all pictured. Figures are in
overall great condition with minimal storage wear. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling  Action Figure Lot of (9)72

This lot includes 7 comics. 3 copies of Hawkman #18 (1st Sky
Tyrant, dark multiverse Hawkman), and 4 copies (2 covers) of
Batman/Superman #3 (1st dark multiverse Blue Beetle). NM
condition.

11st Dark Multiverse Blue Beetle & Hawkman Lot73

All 15 issues grom the 1997 series.  NM condition.
1Major Bummer #1-15 Full Run DC 1997`74

Return of the Fantastic Four first seen in the Fantastic Four #347:
Wolverine, Hulk, Spider-Man, Ghost Rider. NM condition.

1Fantastic Four #21 Lot of (9) Return of 90s Team75

Cabbage Patch Doll and Shirt Tales. Dolls have various degrees of
storage wear. No rips or tears. This lot came from a smoking
household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning process to
neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering
smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

11980s Soft Plush/Doll Lot76

LOT # QTY

60+ comics. Titles include, Superboy, Superman, Supergirl, Man of
Steel, and more. You get all pictured. Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1Superman and Related Comic Book Box Lot77

Preview sketch of Spider-Man's black costume with first draft red
colored emblem. The suit was sketched by Rick Leonardi and it
was based off of a fan-submitted story. Marvel paid Randy
Schueller $220 for his idea. VF- condition.

1Marvel Age #12/Spidey's Black Costume!78

4 issue group. Includes the last issue from 1985. FN+/VF
1The Flash #330/333/349/350 Last Issues79

By DC Direct. Figure was briefly displayed but in overall very good
condition. Appears to be complete with original box. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Green Arrow 1:6 Deluxe Collector Figure80

5 issues. #1-4 and the 80-page giant. Overall VF to NM.
1DC One Million #1-4 + 80-Page Giant81

Includes #1-13, 18, 19, 3-D special, 80 page giant, and the Crisis
special. The Crisis special #1 features the first appearance of the
Justice Alliance, an alternate reality version of the Justice League
from an Earth where most of the super-heroes are black.
(superman, Supergirl, Superman). NM condition.

1Legends of The DC Universe Group of (18) w/Key82

14 comics from the Innovation series. NM condition.
1Quantam Leap #1-13 + Special Edition83

By Jakks Pacific. Approx. 31" tall. Figure is in overall very good
condition with some paint rub. This lot came from a smoking
household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning process to
neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering
smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Stone Cold Steve Austin 31" WWE Action Figure84

First appearance of Cassandra Cain as Batgirl. NM condition.
1Batman: LOTDK #120/Key/1st Batgirl85

2 comics. First written work in the comic book industry by Geoff
Johns and the first preview appearance of Stars and S.T.R.I.P.E.,
Courtney Whitmore in yearbook pictures and a character profile.
NM condition.

1DCU Secret Files and Origins Heroes/Villains/Key86

63 comics includes 1-60 run as well as annual #1, issue
#1,000,000, and the Hitman/Lobo Special by Garth Ennis. Overall
VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Hitman DC 1-60 + Extras87
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Lot of modern figures. Comes with all pictured. Figures are in
overall great condition with minimal storage wear. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling  Action Figure Lot of (13)88

Helena Bertinelli becomes Batgirl, formerly Huntress. NM
condition.

1Batman: SOTB #83/1st Huntress as Batgirl89

Includes issues #431, 433, 453, 457, and 485. Condition ranges
fron VG- to FN-.

1Detective Comics Bronze to Copper Group of (5)90

3 specials from 1997-1999. You get all pictured. NM condition.
1DCU Holiday Bash #1-3 1997-199991

Toys, cards, audio dramas, and more! Most of it is loose and/or
untested. What you see is what you get. This lot came from a
smoking household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning
process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have
lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Star Wars Misc. Goodies Lot92

3 copies of #3 (symbiote merges with Hulk) and 3 copies of  #5
(The *death* of Carnage). Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Absolute Carnage #3 + 5 Lot of (6)93

Includes issues #725--736, 738-746, Annual #1, and issues
#1,000,000. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Detective Comics Group of (23)94

Third appearance of Harley Quinn (in-continuity). NM condition.
1Detective Comics #737/3rd Harley Quinn95

Comes with all pictured. Approx. 4-5" tall. Figures are in overall
very good condition. This lot came from a smoking household, but
has been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the
smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to
those with heightened sense of smell.

1Marvel Heroes Action Figure Lot96

23 comics in the #1-64 range. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Green Arrow Group of (23) #1-6497

4 comics. First appearance of Sharon Carter as Iron Patriot. NM
condition.

1Captain America #22 Lot of (4)/Semi-key98

71 comics #1-65 regular series, includes #28 1st appearance of
Arrowette, as well as annuals 1&2, issue 1,000,000, Bart saves the
universe special & 2 other specials. Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1Impulse DC 1-65 + Extras/1st Arrowette99

LOT # QTY

By DC Direct. Briefly displayed. Some minor storage wear, but
overall good condition. Appears to be complete with original box.
Box has wear and is taped. This lot came from a smoking
household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning process to
neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering
smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Shazam! 13" Deluxe Collector Action Figure100

9 issues in the #3-25 range. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Batman Gotham Adventures Group of (9)101

Marriage of Wally West and Linda Park. NM- condition.
1Flash #142/Wedding Issue102

First full team appearance of the Accuser Corps: Captain Marvel,
War Machine, Hazmat, and Spider-Woman. NM condition.

1Captain Marvel #20 Lot of (4)/1st Accuser Corps103

By Wicked Cool Toys. Approx. 3o" tall. Figure is in overall very
good condition with some minor scuffs. This lot came from a
smoking household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning
process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have
lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1The Rock WWE 30" Large Action Figure104

Includes 15 issues in the #554 to 577 range with Annuals #21-23,
80 page giant #1-2, and issue #1,000,000. Overall VF to NM. Most
are NM.

1Batman Group of (15) #554-577 + More105

First full appearance and first cover appearance of Black Flash.
VF+ condition.

1Flash #141/1st Black Flash106

9 comics. Includes (2) Adam Hughes covers #139 and 140. Also
includes #121, 134, 135, 137, 138, #1,000,000, and the Donna
Troy Girl Frenzy issue. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Wonder Woman Lot of (9)/Adam Hughes107

Comes with all pictured. Figures may or may not be complete.
Overall very good condition with minimal storage wear. This lot
came from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Thundercats Action Figure Lot108

17 comics. 15 consecutive issues from #150-164 plus #0 and the
#1,000,000 issue. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Flash #150-164+#0+#1,000,000109

Includes issues #125-140 and #143-149. Overall VF to NM. Most
are NM.

1Flash Group of (23) #125-149110
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25 consecutive issues of The Flash from #100-124. Overall VF to
NM. Most are NM.

1Flash #100-124 (25 Comics)111

Viewmaster with slides, watches, and more! Watches have not
been tested. Items are in overall good condition with various
degrees of storage wear. Comes with all pictured. This lot came
from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Vintage 1970s & 80s Misc. Toy Lot112

One-shot featuring an alternate reality where Supergirl and Batgirl
are the main heroes in place of Superman and Batman. NM
condition.

1Elseworld's Finest #nn/Key Prestige Format113

18 comics. #1 is a 2nd print. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1DC Young Heroes In Love #1-17 + #1,000,000114

20 issues in the #481-553 range. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Batman Group of (20) #481-553115

Figures are in overall very good condition with little to no playwear.
This lot came from a smoking household, but has been through
BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in
this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened
sense of smell.

1DC Super Heroes Action Figure Lot116

10 comics from various series. You get all pictured. Overall VF to
NM. Most are NM.

1The Tick Lot of (10) Comics117

Includes #560-566, 568, 569, and 571-574. Overall VF to NM. Most
are NM.

1Batman Group of (15) #560-574 No Man's Land118

Death of Angela and Malebolgia. NM condition.
1Spawn #100/Key/Mike Mignola Variant119

McFarlane Toys, Bruce Lee, and more! Figures may or may not be
complete. Overall good condition with various degrees of playwear.
This lot came from a smoking household, but has been through
BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in
this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened
sense of smell.

1Misc. Action Figure Toy Lot120

Includes #2, 11, 12, 13, 38, 39, and 41. Overall VF to NM. Most
are NM.

1Wonder Woman Volume 2 Lot of (7)121

Includes Dark Knight Round Table #1-2, Gotham Nights #1-4, and
Toy Man #1-4. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Batman Mini-Series Lot (10 comics)122

LOT # QTY

Death of Angela and Malebolgia. NM condition.
1Spawn #100/Key/Alex Ross Variant123

Hulk Hogan 15" Hulkmania figure and a stack of 8 vintage WWF
plastic cups. Figures is in very good condition with minimal storage
wear. Cups have some paint wear, see pics for details. This lot
came from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling Action Figure & Goodies Lot124

2 copies of #1 and 2 copies of #2. First team appearance of the
New Mutants: Sunspot, Wolfsbane, Magik, Cypher, Chamber,
Mondo, Karma, Mirage. NM condition.

1New Mutants #1 + #2 Lot of (4)125

Lot includes 10 issues of Showcase including Showcase '96 #3 (A
prototype team appearance of the Birds of Prey: Black Canary,
Oracle and Lois Lane). Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1DC Showcase Lot of (10)/1st Birds of Prey126

4 part prestige format series by Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale. NM
condition.

1Superman For All Seasons #1-4 Loeb/Sale127

Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring Boromir Son of
Denethor 1:6 scale collectible figure Sideshow figure. Figure was
briefly displayed but in very good condition. Appears to be
complete with original box. Box has some storage wear. This lot
came from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Boromir LOTR 1:6 Scale Sideshow Action Figure128

47 comics #1-41 regular series, includes #26 features the first full
appearance of Jakeem Thunder, owner of Yz Thunderbolt. Also
includes annuals 1-3, 80 page giants #1-2, & issue 1,000,000.
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1JLA DC 1-41 + Extras129

Death of Angela and Malebolgia. NM condition.
1Spawn #100/Key/Frank Miller Variant130

Complete 5 issue series. NM condition.
1DC Universe Zero Hour #1-4 + #0131

Figures in packaging are brand new, never opened. Loose figures
are in overall good condition with various degrees of playwear. This
lot came from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Wrestling Action Figure Lot132
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Includes Generations #1-4 and The Doomsday Wars #1-3. Both
are prestige format comics. NM condition.

1DC Mini-Series Lot of 7 Prestige Format Comics133

21 comics. You get all pictured.
1Birds of Prey #1-7/#9-22134

5 comics. Origin issue. NM condition.
1Marvel Crescent & IO #1 Lot of (5)135

From various series. Figures are in overall good condition with
minor to no playwear. This lot came from a smoking household, but
has been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the
smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to
those with heightened sense of smell.

1Pirates of the Caribbean Action Figure Lot136

Includes #190, 192 (Star Sapphire origin), #193, 194, and #198.
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Green Lantern Lot of (5)/Star Sapphire Origin137

7 comics from the start of the Kevin Smith run on Green Arrow.
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Green Arrow #1-6 + #8-9/Kevin Smith138

13 comics from different series. You get all pictured.Overall VF to
NM. Most are NM.

1DC #1s and Specials Lot of (13)139

Approx. 18" tall. Comes with everything pictured. Is not complete;
has not been tested. This lot came from a smoking household, but
has been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the
smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to
those with heightened sense of smell.

1Star Wars AT-AT Large Action Figure140

Season 8 #1. Rare variant. Limited to 1,000 copies! NM condition.
1Buffy Vampire Slayer S.8 #1 Rare Variant141

Death of the Flash, Starman, Prince Gavy, and the  DC debut of
the Charlton character, The Ghost. FN+/VF- condition.

1Crisis on Infinite Earths #8-10/Death of Flash142

8 comics. Origin of Matt Murdock. NM condition.
1Daredevil Annual #1 Lot of (8)/Origin143

Overall good condition. Has not been tested. No rips or tears. This
lot came from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Cartman South Park 12" Plush144

7 comics. You get all pictured. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Flash Specials/Secret Origins + More145

LOT # QTY

2 comics. You get both pictured. First team appearance of Birds of
Prey: Black Canary and Oracle. NM condition.

1Birds of Prey Lot of (2)/Key 1st Team Appearance146

10 comics. 2020, Marvel. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Taskmaster #1 Lot of (10)147

By DC Direct. Briefly displayed.  Overall good condition. Appears to
be complete with original box. Box has some minor storage wear.
This lot came from a smoking household, but has been through
BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in
this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened
sense of smell.

1The Flash 13" Deluxe Collector Action Figure148

Includes #75-91 and #93-99. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Flash Group of (24) #75-99149

50 comics from various series. You get all pictured. Overall VF to
NM. Most are NM.

1DC Modern Age Comic Box Lot150

25 consecutive issues from #50-74. Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1Flash #50-74 (25 Comics)151

By DC Direct. Briefly displayed.  Overall good condition. Appears to
be complete with original box. Box has some minor storage wear.
This lot came from a smoking household, but has been through
BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in
this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened
sense of smell.

1Lex Luthor 13" Deluxe Collector Action Figure152

25 consecutive issues from #25-49. Overall VF to NM. Most are
NM.

1Flash #25-49 (25 Comics)153

24 consecutive issues from #1-24. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Flash #1-24 (24 Comics)154

25 consecutive issues from #700-724. NM condition.
1Detective Comics #700-724 (25 Comics)155

Star Wars loose toy lot. Items may or may not be complete and
have various amounts of storage wear, see pics for details. This lot
came from a smoking household, but has been through BTTPs
conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot
may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of
smell.

1Star Wars Action Figure & Vehicle Lot156

25 consecutive issues from #675-699. NM condition.
1Detective Comics #675-699 (25 Comics)157
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Anniversary issue. Epting variant cover. Overall VF to NM. Most
are NM.

1Captain America #600 Lot of (10)158

25 consecutive issues from #650-674. NM condition.
1Detective Comics #650-674 (25 Comics)159

13" tall. By DC Direct. Briefly displayed.  Overall good condition.
Appears to be complete with original box. Box has some minor
storage wear. This lot came from a smoking household, but has
been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell.
The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with
heightened sense of smell.

1Superman Returns 13" Deluxe Action Figure160

25 consecutive issues from #625-649. #647 is the first appearance
of The Spoiler. NM condition.

1Detective Comics #625-649 (25 Comics)/1st Spoiler161

46 comics. 37 are in issues 1-48 range, also includes 9 related
specials, mini series & more. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Nightwing Group of 46 1-48 + Extras162

15 consecutive issues from #610-624. NM condition.
1Detective Comics #610-624 (15 Comics)163

Figure is in good condition with some playwear, see pics for
details. This lot came from a smoking household, but has been
through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The
item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with
heightened sense of smell.

1Tauntaun 16" Star Wars Action Figure164

First appearance of Cassandra Cain, later becomes Batgirl, Orphan
II and the Black Bat. NM condition.

1Batman #567/Key/1st Cassandra Cain165

10 consecutive issues. #608 is the first appearance of Anarky. NM
condition.

1Detective Comics #600-609/1st Anarky166

Includes #502, 519, 523, 554 (Black Canary's new costume), 557,
568, 581, 582, 584, and 599. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Detective Comics Group of (10) #502-599167

By DC Direct. Briefly displayed.  Overall good condition. Appears to
be complete with original box. Box has some minor storage wear
and tape. This lot came from a smoking household, but has been
through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The
item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with
heightened sense of smell.

1Sinestro 1:6 Deluxe Collector Action Figure168

2 covers. 6 of the covers are the acetate variant. NM condition.
1Batman #82 Lot of (7) 2 Covers/Bane169

LOT # QTY

9 annuals. NM condition.
1Detective Comics Annuals #2-10170

First appearance of Impulse, sidekick to Wally West. NM condition.
1Flash #92/Key/1st Impulse171

By DC Direct. Briefly displayed.  Overall good condition. Appears to
be complete with original box. Box has some minor storage wear.
This lot came from a smoking household, but has been through
BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in
this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened
sense of smell.

1Superman Classic 13" Deluxe Collector Action Figur172

Includes issues #235, 236, 238, 239, and 240. FN to VF condition.
1Flash Bronze Age Lot of (5)173

61 comics. Includes issues in the 1-47 range. Also contains Sins of
Youth one shots, specials & more. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Young Justice Group of 61 + Extras174

Batgirl and Nightwing kiss! Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1Birds of Prey #8/Key/1st Kiss!175

By Hasbro (2000) Approx. 28" long. Figure is in overall good
condition with some storage wear. This lot came from a smoking
household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning process to
neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering
smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Star Wars Dewback Action Figure176

First cameo appearance of Elizabeth. NM condition.
1Morbius The Living Vampire #1 (x3)/1st Elizabeth177

Trade paperback and 7 one-shots. NM condition.
1Kingdom Come TPB + The Kingdom Lot of (7)178

Annuals #1-13, Speed Force #1 and 80-page giants #1-2. Overall
VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Flash Annual #1-13 + Extras (16 Comics)179

By Toho. Missing a hand and the tail. The lever for the tongue is
broken. See pics for details. This lot came from a smoking
household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning process to
neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have lingering
smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Vintage 1977 Godzilla Shogun Figure180

4 photo cover editions. NM condition.
1Stone Cold Steve Austin #1-4 Chaos!181

#66 is the first appearance of Old Man Logan and Old Man
Hawkeye. #67 is the first cameo of Spider-Bitch. Also included is
the Giant-Size #1. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Wolverine #66-67+Giant/Old Man Logan182
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Robin I #1-5, Robin II #1-4, and Robin III #1-6. Overall VF to NM.
Most are NM.

1Robin I, II, III Complete (15 Comics)183

Who doesn't want to play at Life? Here's a little family fun for the
whole family. Brand new, never opened, still factory sealed. 2007.
This lot came from a smoking household, but has been through
BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in
this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened
sense of smell.

1The Game of Life SEALED184

You get all pictured! Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.
1DC Copper Age Lot of (17 Comics)185

Sealed hardcovers. NM condition.
1Ultimate Fantastic Four Vol. 1-2 Hardcovers186

2 comics with the 1940s variant cover by Joshua Middleton. NM
condition,.

1Wonder Woman #750 (x2) 1940s Variant Cover187

By DC Direct. Briefly displayed.  Overall good condition. Appears to
be complete with original box. Box has some minor storage wear.
This lot came from a smoking household, but has been through
BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in
this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with heightened
sense of smell.

1The Joker 1:6 Deluxe Collector Action Figure188

First appearance of Toxin, the spawn of Carnage. NM condition.
1Venom/Carnage #2/Key/1st Toxin!189

4 copies with 2 covers. 56-page one-shot, re-imagined origin of
Victor Von Fries in the White Knight continuity. NM condition.

1Batman White Knight Von Freeze Lot of (4)190

5 consecutive issues. NM condition.
1Elektra Running With the Devil #1-5191

Robin Classic and Batman figures by DC Direct. Set of 2. Briefly
displayed. Overall good condition. Appears to be complete with
original boxes. Robin box has some tape. This lot came from a
smoking household, but has been through BTTPs conditioning
process to neutralize the smell. The item(s) in this lot may have
lingering smoke smell to those with heightened sense of smell.

1Batman & Robin Deluxe Collector Action Figure Set192

Second appearance and origin of Harley Quinn (non-continuity) and
first appearance of Bud and Lou in comics, Harley's pet hyenas.
NM condition.

1Batman Adventures: Mad Love Special193

Includes #3-6, 18, 21, 32, and 39. First team appearance of the
Fearsome Five, origin of Raven, origin of Starfire, first Trigon, 1
Trigon cover appearance, origin of Cyborg, first appearance of
Brother Blood, and the last appearance of Dick Grayson as Robin.

1New Teen Titans Lot of (8) Keys!194

LOT # QTY
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM, though #3 is FN+.

9 comics from the 70th anniversary celebration of Marvel (Timely)
comics. Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Marvel 70th Anniversary Comics Lot of (9)195

All the remaining bits and pieces! The hard to find, tiniest, easiest
to lose pieces, you'll probably find them here in this lot. From
various types of toys. With various degrees of storage wear. See
pics for details. This lot came from a smoking household, but has
been through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell.
The item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with
heightened sense of smell.

1Misc. Toy Accessory Lot196

First solo series and the debut of his new costume. NM condition.
1Nightwing #1-4 (1995)197

115 comics. Includes #1-103, Annuals #1-6, #0, #1,000,000, 80
page giant, Robin Plus #1,2, and Robin & Argent Double-Shot.
Overall VF to NM. Most are NM.

1Robin #1-103 + Annuals #1-6 + More!198

First cover appearance of Red Hulk and the death of Abomination.
NM condition.

1Hulk #1 (Red Hulk)/Key!!!199

Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring Gandalf the Grey 1:6
scale collectibles figure by Sideshow Collectibles. Briefly displayed
but in overall good condition. Box has some storage wear. Some of
the Velcro on the box has come undone on the box, see pics for
details. This lot came from a smoking household, but has been
through BTTPs conditioning process to neutralize the smell. The
item(s) in this lot may have lingering smoke smell to those with
heightened sense of smell.

1Gandalf the Grey LOTR 1:6 Sideshow200

31 comics. Includes #1's mini series, specials & more. Overall VF
to NM. Most are NM.

1JLA/JSA Comic Book Box Lot201
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